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Introduction

The confinement phenomenon in QCD is of major importance

but its understanding is far from satisfactory as yet due to

both teohnical and conceptual difficulties inherent in the theo-

ry with no direct correspondence between bare fields in Lagran-

gian and asymptotic states. Thus the preolee definition of con-

finement is absent and, hence, the nature of the hypothetic de-

confinement phase transition in quark-gluon system is unclear.

The.following criteria for confinement are adopted in literature

(of.ref.jjj and references therein): 1) the growth at large

distanoes of quark - anti-quark static potential defined by the

gluon propagator and the corresponding behaviour.of Wilson loop;

2) the absence of quark poles in Green functions. However, it is

hard to check up these criteria in QCD even at zero temperature

without invoking the strongly model-dependent simplifying assum-

ptions, putting aside muoh more complicated treatment of the

temperature dependence of results obtained; That iB why in the.

present paper we shall consider a simpler model of confinement*

The spinor QED in 2 space and 1 time dimensions is an example of

the theory that satisfies the "static
11
 confinement criterion!

the Coulomb potential growe logarithmically on the plane.But con-

trary to the 2-dimensional Schwinger model there is a real gauge

degree of freedom here and the situation in this sense is closer

to the 4-dimensional one» Moreover, the effective methods of

Peynman graphs summation developed in QED^ may be used here. By

summing up the leading contributions into the infrared (Ш)

aaymptotics of the 2-point fermion Green function it may be

shown that the latter has no singularities near the naive mass-

shell in arbitrary relativistio ol-gauge. Therefore the asympto-

tio states corresponding to the original fermions are absent,

i.e. the "dynamic" confinement takes place. At non-zero tempera-
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ture the confining Coulomb potential is getting screened ее tem-

perature grows and the ''static deconfinement" occurst the ener-

gy required to draw 2 etatio sources apart at infinite distance

is no longer infinite. However, it Is unclear whether the "dy-

namic deconfinement
11
 takes place, i.e. whether the charged exci-

tations that can provide e.g. conductivity appear in the spect-

rum at sufficiently large temperature. These may be of a collec-

tive oharacter only and may show up as the singularities in the

corresponding temperature Green functions. It is intuitively

evident that at high enough temperature (density) the correla-

tion between the bounded fermion and antl-fermion becomes wea-

ker due to the effect of screening (the multitude of other

pairs* components are now in the volume occupied by any pair,

speaking the classical Coulomb gas language, ref.\V\ ). However,

this weakening of correlations may be insufficient for the "dres-

sed" fermion to propagate.

The Ш-divergences arising in the many-particle situation

due to the same long-range forces that lead to confinement de-

fine the peculiarities in the behaviour of the system with con-

finement. Unlike the QCI». such divergences occur in.QED 3alre-

ady in the lowest order of perturbation theory (FT). Still as

there is a single gauge degree of freedom (the massless

vector field in 2+1 dimensions ровеввев zero epin, ref,[3J )

these latter may be removed by taking systematically into ac-

count the screening of the corresponding etatio mode (such a

situation would mean in QCD. that we knew the gluon's magnetio

mass). In this way the influence of long-range forces on the

thermal properties of the system may be traoed and we make first

steps in this direction in the present paper, whioh Is organi-

sed as followst in Section 1 after the description of main fea-

tures of the model at zero T the IR-aeymptotieR of the fermion

Green function is calculated and it is shown that it is an en-

tire function of momentum. Cur treatment differs from that In

refs. [4»5J as we worked in an arbitrary oC - gauge and used a

systematic method of summation of leading 1R contributions| ia

Station 2 the imaginary-time formalism is discussed and the po-

larisation operator and its IR-aeyaptotica whioh defines the

soreening «re calculated! in Section 3 the thermodynamio poten-
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tial is calculated within the 0(g ) accuracy and its non-analy-

tio structure in g is discussed; in Section 4 the temperature-

dependent part of the fermion self-energy is studied In the low-

est order of the skeleton FT. The singularities of the retarded

Green function obtained by analytic continuation are discussed

in connection with the possible absence of dynamic deconfine-

ment.

1. Confinement in QED-

QED- as a model with singular IB-behaviour has drawn at-

tention rather long ago Г 4—6j • Recently it has attracted theo-

rists in connection with so-called topological mass[7|8J. The

action has a standard form:

H]
however an additional.invariant: P- and T- odd photon mass term

X exists» If Pauli matrices are used as 3-dimensio-

i

n

n
nal V -matrices the time inversion (T) and/or one space coor-

dinate reflection (P) invariance is absent and this term is not

forbidden* Even if it is not introduced at the tree level, the

corresponding structure arises in the 1-loop effective action.

The presence of the photon mass-term at the tree level spoils

naive confinement and complicates the structure of the polari-

sation operator at the 1-loop level. If the farmionic represen-

tation Is doubled, with matrices

chosen as Dirao matrioee* where G \ are Pauli matrices and

the P- and T- transformation of spinors 16 J may be ohosen in

such a way that the fermionlc mass-term and the full action,



Eq. (1),would be even. Then the photon mass-term ie forbidden by

symmetry considerations and below we shall work with this very

model*

The theory, Eq* (1), ie euperrenormalisable since the coup-

ling constant'g'has dimension m . We shall use relativistio

gauges* The fermion and photon propagators are defined as fol-

lows t 1

«>

where (/< is а constant, * улуЦ*) and l_AJ?) are the polarisation

tensor and the fermion self-energy, respectively* The latter ie

ultra-violet (DV)-finite in the loweet order and equals

(

This expression contains incurable divergences од the mass-shell

at any ck * To see this, let us put ̂ s. m everywhere except the

argument of the singular logarithm. Then we have»

7 (8)

and the coefficient before logarithm does not contain oC and can-

not be Bet to zero by the choice of the gauge (in this point we

see a difference with respect to QED.
f
 where the self-energy is

finite on mass-shell and the divergences of its derivative are

absent atO^"3). Hence, to define the fermion propagator the

lowest order is insufficient and it is necessary to take into

account all leading at p rs, m contributions* The eyatematio

way to sum these latter Г 9 ] ie based on the calculation of the
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fermion Green function in an external field Д « in the proper-
time formalism and averaging the answer with a Gaussian measure,
defined by an IR-asymptotice of the photon propagator* In QED~
aa in QED. the latter coincides with the free one at n / 0, In-
deed» the calculation of the polarisation operator in the lo-
west order gives (one subtraction is needed if gauge non-inva-
riant regularisation is used; since there are no gauge-invari-
ant divergences the charge-renorraaliaation is in fact absent)t

Щ p].
The real part of Eq«(9) diverges at the point p«2m, that cor-
responds to a naive threshold, while the imaginary part has a
jump (of.QED, where the real part is finite and the imaginary
part is zero at the threshold). This kind of singular behavi-
our is.connected with the тавв-shell singularity of the eelf-
energy. nevertheless Eq« (9) is not valid near p»2m

f
it is well-

defined at small p

Note that in the тавв1евв case

as it follows from Eq. (9)» radiative corrections change the

IR-asymptotioB of the photon propagator and the solution of

ooupled Schwinger-Dyson equations le needed for the eelf-con-

sistent calculation* In what follows we shall work with the

massive theory» The restriction g /а (Ц1 is imposed on para-

meters allowing to limit ourselves by the tree-level photon

propagator below.

Substituting the proper-time representation (for simpli-

city we shall use the Euclidean version of the theory) into

equation for the fermlon propagator in the external field,sol

ving it in the leading IR-approximatiott[9jand averaging over

the photon field we get
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(12)

Since the large's asymptotics that defines the singularities

of G>(p) is picked up in the small q-integration domain the

rougher approximation may be used by dropping the g terms in

the firat bracket in Eq. (12) and cutting off the integrals

(convergent before this) at the upper limit that corresponds to

the eikonal approximation P O j . Then we have

and q-integral may be done explicitly. The leading at large'

contribution is:

here С is Euler'a constant, A . is the UV-cut-off. Hence, the

aaymptotics of ^-C^) is governed by the term SpulS in ar-

bitrary <*. -gauge and b(p)
 i s
 en entire function f or К О

(this domain includes, of course, the Euclidean mass-shell p -

ilflfl )f}1j« The same result yet with more technical difficul-

ties may be derived for Eq, (12) as well* One may convince one-

self that the fermion propagator, Eq. (4) with £_^(р) defined by
Eq. (7) has no poles for p far from the naive mass-shell as

well. The refore the fermion propagator in arbitrary o(, -gauge

has no mass-shell that may be treated ae an absence of asympto-

tic states of initial fermionic iielde, i.e. the dynamical con*

flnement holds.

2. The polarisation operator at finite T

Let us now study our model at non-zero temperature. We shall

oonelder a charge-symmetric case when ohemical potential equals
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zero. In the Imaginary-time formalism the theory ie governed by
the Euclidean version of the action,Eq, (1), where the x., -inte-
gration is extended from 0 to £ > - T ~ and (Fermi-) Boae- fie-
lde are (anti-) periodio in х~ with the period f> « Feynm-

an rulee that coincide with Euclidean ones with the exception

that the 4-th component of momentum takes discrete valuesЯдпКЛ

for boaonic and Mi"(f\.+ify) I for fermionic lines, n»0, ii,i2.,.,

would immediately follow in 3+1 dimensions. However, ae we still

may use the expression (we work in the heat-bath rest frame)t

for fermion propagator, the choice

for the photon propagator does not allow to get back to configu

ration space on account of the IB-divergence in the p-,=0 term

in the following expression:

This ie not surprising since the equation for Green's function

in co-ordinate space with periodic boundary conditions in x-

(we drop the tensor structure)

has a solution of the form:

where the last term is responsible for the long-range force In
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2+1 dimensione and leads to the difficulty mentioned. Hence, for

PT-calculations to make eenee, the photon propagator is to be

somehow regularised. It is clear that the regularieation muat

consist of воте kind of screening of the long-range force.The

following gauge-invariant Ш-regularisation may be chosen»

where'a
1
is a constant to be put equal to zero at the end of the

computation* Ae this latter limit exists only when the real

screening of static mode is taken into account, it is more con-

venient to work immediately in the skeleton FT where the 1-lo-

op polarisation tensor that is calculated below in this section

is used for \\^
у
(рУт11е screening removes the Ш-divergence in

the Ю35 component of Eq. (16) while the space components rema-

in divergent. Nevertheless, the single gauge ck • -1 exists in

the class of nonsingular gauges, where these divergences are

absent by virtue of the angle integration» Hence, while it is

enough to use the skeleton FT for IR-finiteness of gauge-inva-

riant objects, the gauge non-invariant quantities are well-de-

fined only in this distinguished gauge. We shall see this below

in the соигве of self-energy investigation.

The temperature-dependent polarisation operator is given

For \L.4>)that defines the Debye screening we have

Doing the eum by the standard method of contour integration we

get
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is the vacuum Euclidean polarisation operator,

Р , Г ^ О С Й
 for modes P

3*°
 from Eq# (20)# The

following sequence of limits corresponds to the static mode:

and we have

(the form of the second term is due to the fact that the mean

value of the angle integral of (р^-ХХ^УССйЛ?) ie aerovalue of he g e g (рХХ^УССйЛ?)
for \C>\г\/р ).Thie leads to the expression for Debye radius:

1
 ^ ^

4
)

As it was expected for dimensional reasons this givesT^-

in the high-temperature limit (cf. Tj>'̂ •g*'!
1
 i*

1
 3+1

one). For the other components of the polarisation operator

we have

(23)

The quantity j\(p) that gives the screening of space components

of the photon field at small \$\ is equal to
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Doing the angle integration we have

Rote the difference with respect to QCD. where the asymptotioe

of /\
T
(p) la A

T
(O,f).|^0(lP^ t

1 2
l

w h l o h lB due to tne

gluon contribution and leads to the yet unsolved problems. We

want to emphasize that In QCD, unlike QED, the polarisation ope-

rator is gauge-dependent which brings in additional difficulties.

Thus the IR-aBymptotias of 'fc) (^component of the static

mode of photon propagator Is changed by virtue of Boreening while

space components ^^(p)have an asymptotice which is a free one.

3. Ttn thermodynamic potential

Let us now turn to the computation of the thermodynamio po-.

tential (the corresponding oalculations in QED. were done in ref.

[i3j )• We start from the expression

that gives the thermodynamic potential as a function of the exact

propagator and polarisation tensor* J u o ie the thermodynamio po-

tential of an ideal gas of photons and fermiona In 2+1 dimensions

(remind that photon has a single degree of freedom and zero spin

here and massive fermlon has 2 degrees of freedom (partiole and

snti-particle) with spin 1/2 Г з ! • The number of fermionicdeg-

rees of freedom in the model under consideration equals 4). The

peculiar feature of Eq. (27) is that 4 fermions
1
 contribution imi-

tates 3 neutral bosons
1
 contribution while in the 3+1 dimen-
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sions the coefficients are such that only non-integer (7/2) num-

ber of neutral boson degrees may mimic 4 fermionic degreos
e
 We

shall return to this fact below.

In Landau gauge ^uvC^} A
0
 defined as:

(28)

Using Eqs. (23,28) we have for the gauge-invariant quantity

(29)

In what follows we shall restrict ourselves to the 1-loop

approximation for the polarisation tensor obtained in the pre-

ceding section. By substituting Eqs. (20,24,29) into Eq. (26)

and integrating over'gi we get

2
We shall calculate below within the accuracy 0 (g ) yet this

expression still allows to get self-consistently contributions

up to 0 (g ). But as we вhall see,the leading nonanalytlc con-

tributions have the form <K•ЪыЬг' and this gives us an a pos-

teriori justification. The contributions of the type ^̂ ftft?

are also present but to fix the scale of the logarithm here

terms O(g^) are needed in the polarisation operator and hence

these are beyond the aeouraoy of computations. Due to Пзд(к**0)

Л*О 0 & * ) , A(©,t) Й - о О ( | ^
 м
 expansion in coupling

constant up to g
4
 of the integrands for k^ f 0 modes and the

1st term in braokets for к* «О mode poeee no problems and re-

sults in the XR-integrable functions. However, an expansion of

the remaining term in Eq«(30) leads to the nun-lntegrable sin-

gularity Пза(°Р)* S 4b . Hence, it is evident that this term

gives a non-analytic
9
 in g contribution and it is our task to

extract the leading part of it. Taking all this into account

we have
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Integrating by parts and using

may be represented as follows:

*- U the last term

?ft

Dividing | 135(0,̂  into vacuum and temperature-dependent parts,

using jj^j (0,0)=(}ar.d dropping the higher-order terms we obtain

The resulting expression f or Z w u takes the form

Even putting aside the different structure of Чму(Р)
 t n e

distinction from QED. can be seen; the k^»0 term in the sum of

the exchange part <JĈ  is modified to provide the IR-finiteneee

and the appropriate term is added to the correlation partJCfc

On the other hand the quantity \\зз(0К.) cannot be replaced

by Пзл(0,0) ^
 t n e

 »
umer

a
1;t
'^

 O f t n e
 integrand in the latter

due to UV-divergence arising. Thus the division of ДсЛ

into the exchange and the correlation parts is purely conventio-

nal and corresponds only to the fact that the former does not

give a non-analytic contribution.

Let us proceed in the computation of AJo « Substituting

Eq, (20) and Eq. (24), doing the sum by contour integration and

subtracting the vacuum contribution we obtain for <JL\ t
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- k\

( 3 3 )

'
JL

I

where

Various terms here are grouped in blocks that are UV- and In-
finite simultaneously. The leading term of the high-temperature
eeymptoticB of this expression has the form;

For Be%

i

and in the high-T limit we have within the 0 (g ) accuracy»

Bringing J6i^«36ji, and
of natural logarithms)

together we get ( "e" ia the base

(37)

Note that it would follow that corrections toJuhave.a
power character in g /T parameter for dlmeneional reaeone.?he
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logarithm ariaев due to IR-divergeneев of the naive ( non-ske-

leton) PT.

Nevertheless the A u L le non-analytic in g,its magnitude

le email atT-*-po as compared totX
o
 , the latter giving a

leading contribution to the thermodynamic potential. While it

is generally hard to judge what the spectrum of excitations is

on thermodynamical grounds, it ie still harder in the model un-

der consideration since the mimicry we mentioned of 4 fermionic

and 3 neutral bosonio degrees of freedom brings in an additional

uncertain!ty into the free fermions and photons gas (deconfine-

ment) interpretation of the high-temperature asymptotica ob-

tained above* Therefore more detailed information is needed which

we should try to get below by studying the fermionic propagator.

On the other hand, to be convinced that in.the high-T re-

gion the parameter of PT as it is seen from Eqs. (27» 37) le

9%WL^/r
 i n ( i e e d

 (and, hence, the lowest order of skeleton PT is

a good enough approximation ) the analysis of next orders icf

needed, taking into account all of three ( g , m, T) dimensionful

parameters of the theory* No dimensionleee combination le a prio-

ri distinguished at T-*-*
4
».

4* The fermion self-energy at finite T

In the lowest order of the naive PT the fermion self-ener-

gy is given byt
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«rhefe the p,-component of the external momentum takes values
2Tj7nVVLYP ¥1=0*1 „. As it has been already stated , the IR-diver-
gencee of this expression are removed when the screening is
taken into account, i.e. ~£?~ ie substituted by'fc?'*^*' in the
denominator of Tv^O^KjC see Eq. (17) ) and (Л " -1 gauge is used.
Indeed, we have for the static mode k~> 0 contribution:

The potentially dangerous terms containing У-p in this formu-

la cancel after the angle Integration is performed and the remai

ning divergence ie proportional to Ck +1.

The improper character of the fermion temperature-dependent

Green function in other gauge a ie not surprising since it may be

obtained by gauge transformation, which ie an evident generalisa

tion of the Euclidean vacuum field-theory formula И 4 ]

w h e r e

V (X) =
г

and the latter expression n"as an IB-divergence in the k^-0 mode.

In the cK • -1 gauge the static mode contribution at P * О

equals J

One may try to use the analytic continuation of Eq. (38) in

Po - variable to get some information on the excitation врееtrue

of the theory at high temperature. Nevertheless the ZJ$ contain*
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ZVAC

t (p)-the 1 - loop Euclidean vacuum self-energy that diver-
ges at p* u~m?' after the analytic continuation, Eq* (38) may
serve for p*-»m?' region, where 2»T*£p) ̂ ZLcp) supposing that
the mass \ЛГ\

Т
 (whioh is defined as a position of a pole of the

retarded Green function at "p" s. 0 ) of possible fermionic exci-

tation is formed mostly by the polarisation cloud of real par-

ticles of the medium at high temperature* Such a situation oc-

curs in 3+1-dimensional gauge theory И5#16J where in the 1-loop

approximation tt\£ -v 9^V at bigh T and is gauge-independent*
It would be natural to expect that УТи^^Я I a*"* higher loops

give contributions suppressed by higher orders in <J pvon dimen-

sional grounds in our model. However, we have seen above that

dimensional reasons are deceptive and Eq* (40) already oasts

doubts on the validity of such a picture* Indeed, defining the

analytic continuation of the Green function at "p • 0

from discrete points ^—R^VuVfcTT
7 o n

 *
ne w n o l e

 complex plane
with the help of the natural condition (?(р«^1ГиЦР

в
1 we see that

p, has to be simply substituted by L(po+-i£) where pQ takes
arbitrary complex values (the sign of £ distinguishes between
the retarded and advanced Green functions, as usual)* But then,
separating the Y^po factor as we are not to believe the po»0
pole within our assumptions, we see that the static mode contri-
bution to the dispersion equation has a large imaginary part of
order 1 due to its non-analytic structure in the region where
the assumed pole Is located* This signals the absence of a well-
localised excitation at p ^ ~£*V .

At T >>m neglecting the mass-terms is justified and we get
for the remaining contribution to the 2L

By adding and subtracting the Icy 0 term in the sum we get
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The XR-finlteness of the integral here is guaranteed by the pre-

sence of the last term in each of the curly brackets, which comes

from the subtraction of the k~«0 term in the initial sum. Second-

ly, the polee of 2nd order arise while doing the sum by contour

integration in any non-Peynman gauge and this ie the origin of

the term with Вовв-dietribution squared. The analytio continua-

tion of Eq. (43) by the above-mentioned rule is its simple exten-

sion on the whole p--plane. Let us study the expression thus obtai-

ned in the X\\,i&. \P4V^T region. Then, using the following represen-

tations for Fermi- and Bose-distributions

( the integration domain is to be divided into two: (0,T) and (T,

oo ) for those integrals in Eq. (43) where representations,Eq.

(44), are not term by term integrablej the regular expansion in.

powers of vo/т
1
 exists in the second domain), we get the follo-

wing high-T expansion
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where v is a numerical constant of order 1* Hence, in terms of

p
o
 we find that in the leading approximation the singularities of

the retarded Green function at t>= 0 are to be found from the

following equation»

& fe
U W)=

°-
<46)

The presence of the large (at ^o'^^V ) logarithm in Eq. (46)

means that we cannot believe this result aa far ae the absence of

such logarithmic contributions in higher orders remains unproven.

If however Eq. (46) was taken seriously
t
 the solution at po^S^V

would be absent, while the solution at
 <
^
>
O"

V
^
S
Y^MP%Kexisted with

the imaginary part less than real part by a factor of order ЛгсЦр*.

Ths situation here reminds the vacuum situation where if Eq. (8)

was used the complex root of the dispersion equation might be found

with a real part'vVn-v-^t^
1
^and imaginary part '—g at p* • 0.

This latter root is evidently an artefact of the 1-loop approxi-

mation as it was shown in Section 1 by summing up the leading lo-

garithms •

Eq, (46) differs from its analog in 3+1 dimensions that has

a form ^15f T6~J

Л = О
and in the leading approximation contains neither logarithms nor

imaginary pert,

Thus, the above discussion based on the 1-loop skeleton calcu-

lation casts doubts on the existence of a fermionic quasiparticle

in QED^ at high temperature and hence, in dynamic deconfinement,

though the study of higher orders is needed for more definite con-

clusions;

Conclusion

We have shown that a systematic account of screening removes

the IR-diverges с ее and in this aspect QED, allows to proceed fur-

ther than QCD.
y
 where the question on the mechanism of such a re-

moval ie still open. The relative simplicity of the model provi-

des possibilities for consistent study of a more important ques-

tion on general structure of the (skeleton) PT series and excita-
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tlon speotrum. This work is in progress now.

We are grateful to Prof. G.M.Zinovjev and V.Ya.Chernyak for

useful diBouseions.
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